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Avenging Home: The Survivalist
Series, Book 7

In Enforcing Home, Morgan and his group suffered some loss. They discovered their old foes
weren't gone, as they'd thought. Not only were they not gone, but they were also stronger than
before. Morgan would have to deal with this threat while at the same time trying to restore some sort
of quality of life to his community. But this wasn't going to be easy. With the bombing at the market
and the wounding of his daughter, Taylor, it became all too clear to Morgan that he was once again
in a fight for the lives of those who mattered most to him. Taylor was injured and would need care
for some time. It wouldn't be easy. Added to that was the realization that he would have to deal with
second-guessing himself. Was it his fault that she was now hurt? In Avenging Home, we see how
this long-running battle between Morgan's people and their number one nemesis plays out. While
Morgan thinks this is the biggest threat they face, there are things on the horizon he cannot yet see
that are going to dwarf these problems. Morgan has lived in a vacuum. He's had little information
about the outside world. While he's used radios to listen to what he can, there's been precious little
real information. But now he's found what he believes to be a reliable source and knows when and
where to listen. But is it valid? Or is it simply propaganda? News and information can be powerful
tools, but they must always be taken in context to make an educated decision. And the challenge is
that there's only one source. When you have to make decisions that mean the difference between
life and death, the process becomes even more critical. So we'll follow Morgan and his tightly knit
group as they are once again in the fight. Will they finally defeat the federal thugs in their backyard?
And, more importantly, what will be the cost?
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I have been a fan of this series from the beginning. I am extremely pleased with this latest
installment. For those who are hoping for a 'sort of' final resolution you will be well pleased from
start to finish, for those of us (myself included) that are eagerly awaiting continuation of the story line
and its universe, the author has done a fine job of crafting a narrative that is neither repetitive or
stale. we every installment of the series we see our heroes faced with fresh challenges that occur
with believable character growth and change.

More A. American goodness here. Super story once again. With maybe one exception, all of the
The Survivalist Books have been fully developed, stand alone books without the need of plot twists,
cliff hangers, what have you; and this one is one of the best of the seven. Avenging Home, takes
the story through the early stages of establishing and securing the local community and the first few
signs of a local barter economy coming into its own. Great characters, action, and plenty here to
make you think about life in a completely changed world. Morgan's girls are growing up and
adapting, as is Morgan's view on life. As A. American said for those interested in an end to this
series, this book provides that conclusion in a delightful way. For those that want to stay around for
the ride to the next level, I'm sure this last book is only the prelude to what is to come. Looking
forward to it. A. American is a really good writer, and has one of the best visions out there of what a
collapsed America would look like and act like. So with luck, keep the books coming.

Please, please, please Do Not end this series! I don't want to say goodbye to Morgan, Sarge, Thad,
Doc, Mike, the girls and the rest of the gang. They've been friends for too long time to just abandon!
Also, there's so much left to wonder about. Do Sarge & Miss Kay and Ian & Jessie get hitched? Do
Morgan's girls grow up to be bad-azzes, like him? Is Perez going to die? Coughing on soap-operas
is a sure sign of the character's imminent death. Is our country invaded? Does Morgan become
President? Do Dylan and his wife begin marketing their own brand of pasta sauce? See, this story
can easily continue on for years. Just keep writing and we'll tell you when to stop.If you refuse, I'll
just have to go back to book 1 and start reading them all over again. This series is awesome and,
AA, you are one gifted story teller!Note: Oops! SOCOM is located on McDill AFB, not Patrick AFB.
Patrick is on Florida's east coast, right below Cocoa Beach, not in Tampa.

Ok, after a crazy, hectic week, I finally stayed up until 2:30am and finished Avenging Home by A.
American. Wow! Great, just great, from page 1 to the very last page. In may honest opinion, this is
the 2nd best of the entire series so far, right after #1 that got us all hooked.I will say that maybe it
was because it was so late, I'm just dense, or I just to have that devious mind set, but for whatever
reason, I have not been able to figure out where to find the One TIme Pads to decypher the coded
messages. I understand how it works, and what pads I'm looking for, I just don't know where to find
them. No, I'm not asking for (nor do I want) help finding them...yet.A.American, you've made all of
us old preppers proud. Keep it up, keep it interesting, and we'll keep throwing our hard earned $$$
your way.

An exciting book that I couldn't put down! A. American once again brings such life to Morgan, Sarge,
and everyone in and around the neighborhood. This book continues directly after the end of
'Enforcing Home' and provides a wealth of action! The conversations are still (at times)
'blush-worthy', but extremely laugh-out-loud, too.This book once again proves American's gift for
story-telling, along with some terrifyingly realistic scenarios. The weight of emotion is evident as
characters continue to fight for their own people's survival. Beautifully written with tender moments
interspersed with that same horrible reality that comes after such an event. I highly recommend this
book and the entire 'The Survivalist' series if you haven't started it yet! Very well done.

Outstanding read! This series is, hands down, one of my all time favorites. Ranking up there with
LotR and the Shanarra Chronicles. I loved the characters, the dialogue, and the story. I love the
journey and the character growth. I love the action and the adventure! And I truly, really hope that
American continues the story of these characters. I felt a connection to the characters and came to
enjoy reading about them in their journeys, their joys, and I felt I suffered with them as they suffered.
PLEASE, PLEASE, write more.Aside from my gushing I didn't really feel there were any 'problems'
with the book or story. There were a handful of errors that editing should have caught, but that is
something I can easily ignore and it never adversely screws up the story. Regardless, GREAT story!

A well written story, tho not without some warts. There were a number of references to the previous
stories in the series, tho without any one or two sentences to explain them for readers who had not
read the previous books. Even tho I had, I still couldn't remember all of the previous details, and
wondered what the references were all about. My previous books wee long gone to other
readers.There were the usual typos, with missing prepositions (especially "the,"). "site" for "sight,"

and some wrong details about weaponry.There is a lot of personal emotion in the narrative, which
would undoubtedly be true in a real situation. This adds to the realism of the story, but it is not overly
done, which I appreciated. However, the author seems to be against the DHS in the story, a
domestic enemy. In the end, DHS surrenderees and wounded are killed out right. I cannot accept
this, as it places the supposedly "good" people in the same boat as their barbaric enemies. It's a
good thing this philosophy was not practiced in the Civil War. This is not the American Way.the
characters are realistically drawn, especially "Sarge," and I have known persons exactly like
him.One of the finer post apocalyptic books and a great primer for survival in that milieu.the book
ends on a "cliff hanger," So there will undoubtedly be some sequels, which will be greatly
welcomed.
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